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Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.John Gorski s Blue Period in Seattle traffics in a play
of atmosphere, both meteorological and psychological. These atmospheres evoke a kind of
emotional synesthesia: I get off the bus/ at 64th and Linden/ because the dark organ chords of
alcohol laughter/ are playing out of tune. Blue Period in Seattle dares us to partake of a fretted,
penumbral world, haunted by muses who are alternately flushed from the rose pink immanence /of
the morning horizon and morbidly pale: her pre-Raphaelite face-a lunar masque /advancing out of
the night. It is not surprising that Gorski is drawn to the lives of the artists, and to their progenitor
muses. These artists record their findings and, in the process, see what others tend to overlook.
Fascinated by artists in their old age and even decrepitude, Gorski seems to be asking himself what
the upshot of such a vocation, finally, turns out to be-what, in short, are the wages of art? Yet in
other poems, such as the The Five-Year-Old Sheriff, Gorski s droll side reigns, as the mood strikes.
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A brand new e-book with an all new perspective. It typically fails to cost an excessive amount of. I am e ortlessly can get a satisfaction of reading a
composed book.
-- Tur ner  B a yer-- Tur ner  B a yer

If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. it absolutely was writtern extremely flawlessly and valuable. Once you begin to read the book, it is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Mr s. O die Mur phy II--  Mr s. O die Mur phy II
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